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About This Game

Times are changing, and the existence of the Grimoas has become less relevant in everyday life. The young Eil is in the middle
of his Coming-of-Age ceremony when suddenly his town is attacked by a demon and engulfed in flames. In the midst of this

confusion, Eil enters into a pact with the Air Grimoa, Nogard, in order to save everyone.
Eil and Nogard set off to look for the demon who cast the town into a sea of flames, and to find other Grimoas in order to put a

stop to its violence!

The game features classic turn-based battles, with a Synchro Gauge system which lets you unleash powerful skills when
synchronized with the Grimoas. A wide range of achievements, including quests to complete and items to collect, await you

during this epic adventure!

This app features partial controller support with the Xbox 360 Controller on Windows.
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. If you're seeing this game, and like the look of it, but are scared off by the mixed reviews, most of those can be boiled down
into three different categories:

1. Game is too complex to understand

2. DLCs are too overpriced to be worth it

3. The game isn't version X anymore
The first is simply a fact of most Paradox games: they are complex. Play any game with Paradox's Clausewitz engine and
they will be inherently complex. The engine wasn't named after one of the best strategists of the 19th century for no reason.
This game, like all the others out of Paradox development studios are not for the casual player. Sure, a casual player can
get into the game and enjoy it, but unless you're prepared to learn the game, you probably won't get much enjoyment out of
it.

The second is a very personal question: Do you consider \u00a315\/$20 to be worth it for an expansion to a game? Would
you rather buy another expansion to this game over a brand new game at the same price? No one can answer that question
for you - I'm biased in both liking the game, and having most of the expansions, but the question of whether you'll drop
more money for full price expansions, buy them in sale, or none at all, it totally up to you. Bear in mind, that if any of your
friends have the game and the expansions, if you join a game they host, you get access to those expansions too, so its great
for testing out which features you like.

Third is more of an issue for games in constant development. Sure, the game wasn't what it was when it first came out. I
remember distinctly being stumped by the new economic system of 2.2, but I got used to it, and prefer it now to the old
version since I'm used to it. Indev games have these issues so if you're someone who gets attached to a game, and hates when
even a tiny bit is changed, this probably isn't for you either.

Besides all that, this game is an awesome time-sink. The game is immersive and can easily keep you hooked for hours at a
time. Sure, it has it problems like a steep learning curve, but that is the same for most 4X games. From being a normal
spacefaring research race, to robots driven to assimilate the galaxy, the game is fun due to how much you can do, once you
know how. I would recommend this to anyone who likes Sci-fi, and gets a kick out of blowing stuff up.. This game is
certainly entertaining. It is not a complex endeavour - you won't be wowed by the physics or the realism. However, the
racing is very intense and rather addictive. There are quite a number of different events and tracks, enough to keep you
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entertainined for quite some time. I can't honestly say I would pay full price for this, but it is definitely worth considering
when it goes on sale.. one of my favourit games as a child, i played this all the time, i had to play it again.. Too easy, zero
chalenge, no bosses... returned the purchase after 15 minutes os play.. I wasn't really impressed with this one. Rig n Roll 2
was way much better in my opinion. Some random fun for about 40 minutes. Refund after. Just a quick laugh and refund
type game.
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great game
. I was informed that this was a sweet, ultra kawaii dating sim.
The lack of catgirls and anime cliches has broken my trust in this company.

I have however discovered that this is a kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665brawler where my dreams of using someones
arm to beat their stupid face off can finally come true.
That's right folks, you finally have the chance to break limbs off your friends and jeer maniacally whilst doing so.
Ruin friendships with grenades and charge off edges whilst shouting LEEEEROOOOYYYY JENNNNKIIIIINNSSSSS!!!
The time is now - cause some Carnage.. Most of it doesn't work or is online only - where there are no games being hosted
anyway. Yaaay.. pros: art style, blitz system
cons: enfuriatingly-unresponsive tank controls. I've been watching for the games on the Steam Greenlight for some time. One
distinct genre of games on Greenlight is the games done with RPG Maker. Unfortunately, most of them looks generic and not
attracting my attention. But Celia's Quest charmed me when I first saw it. It was so much different!

The indie games attract me because you can feel the very soul of developer, not a common thing for mainstream AAA projects.
And in Celia's Quest this feeling is very strong. The story, the characters, the world: it all brings the mark of care and love. Just
read the game manual and you'll see it yourself.

This game becomes a truly place for rest for me, when I leave this dull world and enter the bright, colorful and happy world of
Celia's valley, filled with interesting and funny places, characters and monsters (my personal favorite is Fast Mini Bear :) ).
Another thing I like about this game is its nonviolent behaviour. Actually, you are not even killing monsters in the normal sense
of this word, you are beating 'em so hard, that they just cry and go away :)

Also, I like the idea of skill tokens and tutors. Instead of endlessly earning XP points, you should find some thing calling a
token, that can be exchanged for a new spell or skill. Unfortunately, these tokens are often located in the chests behind powerful
bosses :) But sometimes you can just explore the area a little bit to find it.

The game is filled with interesting small puzzles. For example, in the Sandy Place you should activate the towers in the correct
order, and in the Fire Temple you should pull the triggers to prevent yourself from roasting on fire, and so on.

Some bad parts of this game: only one music track for all fights. Not a bad one though, it is humming in my head right now :)
Also all monsters are depicted on the map by identical lantern-like sprites. But on the fight screen each monster is of course
different and drawn with the same love as the rest of this game. Damn, I just cannot criticize this game, I like it so much :)

Oh, and the monsters have different abilities... And you can develop you character to be a warrior or a mage... And you can
befriend with the interesting characters and listen to their stories... And so much more!

I hope that this game will be the same flash of light in your life, if you will buy it!
. what a cute little gem of a game, if you love anime and shoot-em-ups, you have to own this one!

Dedicated servers are now LIVE + 20 % Discount!:
Dedicated servers are finally here! We know that it took a bit longer but we finally delivered.

With that we also bringing some tweaks, changes and fixes.

The game is also now on sale for 20 % off so what are you waiting for? :)

Check the changelog below:

[New Feature] Clients are now able to connect to our own hosted dedicated servers. This required a small patch - we've been
testing them and did not want you to see them to avoid confusion.
[Optimization] Multiple server-side optimizations implemented in order to reduce CPU usage. We needed this for dedicated
servers (so more fit on the same physical machine), but that also means you'll have much better performance while hosting your
own game. It's still not going to run faster than the client, though. Server does more things.
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[Tweak] Panzer Spearmen veterancy upgrade is now available at Technology Tier II.
[Tweak] Shield Warband veterancy upgrade health bonus decreased.
[Tweak] Slinger's Guerilla Tactics skill missile range bonus slightly increased and defence bonus slightly reduced.
[Tweak] AI should now better react to the fact that part of the enemy team has already lost.
[Bugfix] Several navigation issues fixed on "The Capital of Evil" map.
[Bugfix] Solved an issue with Anglo-Saxons blacksmith that was resisting catapult boulder hits.
[Bugfix] Since we nerfed viking Scouts, there was a chance that their charge would actually heal the target squad (the damage
turned out negative).. Weekly Maintenance for Sept 17th will begin at 11:30 AM EDT:
We will notify players once maintenance has concluded.. Patreon Campaign:
We are happy to announce that Dharker Studios is now on Patreon, delivering patrons daily artwork, weekly polls and monthly
competitions for awesome physical rewards.

https://www.patreon.com/DharkerStudio

Plus patrons also receive copies of the various games we produce and release, and with many games in development there are
lots of great rewards to enjoy.

Checkout the campaign for more details and potentially have your say in how we develop future games and the content that is
included within them.. Dev Blog 29. March 2018:
http://supraball.net/article/Dev-Blog-29-March-2018. Croteam games available at discounted prices – check it out!:
For all you Sam fans out there we have some great news: as a part of Devolver Digital Weekend Sale (August 13-17th) ALL
Croteam's games are on sale NOW!

This is the time to complete your Serious Sam collection and a chance to try something different and challenge your mind even
more with critically acclaimed puzzler The Talos Principle and it's DLC, Road to Gehenna.

Here's what we offer for you:

Serious Sam Series 90% off
Talos Principle 66% off
Talos Principle DLCs 66% off
Road to Gehenna 25% off

Share this great news with your friends and go buy yourself some great games. You deserved it!

http://store.steampowered.com/search/?snr=1_5_9__12&term=croteam
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